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Abstract 
Data analytics are used regularly in professional sports today. In particular, NBA 
basketball has used data science to determine that a strategy of taking more 
three-point shots has been shown to be effective.  However, similar studies have 
not been done at the high school level. I interpreted data taken from a men’s high 
school basketball team over the course of one year. Specifically, I recorded the 
two and three-point shots attempted, the made field goals, field goal percentages 
and the outcomes of the games. The hypothesis was that increasing the number 
of three-point shot attempts would lead to a higher offensive rating and wins. 
After the data was recorded, a series of regression graphs were created to 
analyze the data. Field goal percentages were calculated from two and three-
point ranges. Graphs compared the field goal percentage vs offensive rating. 
Three-point shots made and field goal percentage were compared to effective 
field goal percentage. A comparison of the number of shot attempts with 
offensive rating and effective field goal percentage were also performed. Finally, 
the R2 values were compared to determine whether more two-point or three-point 
shot attempts correlated with victories. The data showed that higher shooting 
percentages correlated with better offensive rating and higher effective field goal 
percentages. However, more shot attempts and a higher percentage of three- 
point shot attempts did not correlate with victories. The data suggested that a 
strategy of more three-point shooting was not beneficial in men’s high school 
basketball. 
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Introduction 
Data analytics are used in sports to determine new game plans, ways to score more points, 

and obtain more victories. This strategy has been used in sports such as baseball, football, 

and basketball. In particular, data analytics have been increasingly important in the National 

Basketball Association. Studies have been conducted by teams in the NBA and college 

basketball to determine how different shots affect scoring. Duke University, a strong school for 

data science, has researched this topic of shooting, specifically where shots are taken from. 

Statisticians have used mathematics to determine which locations on the court give more “off-

ball gravity” which can lead to more made baskets (Basketball analytics pipeline).  

 

Studies have shown that NBA teams that shoot a higher percentage of three-point shots lead 

to more points and victories (Schuhmann). This question has not been studied in high school 

basketball. Shots made between the basket and the arc are worth two points, while shots from 

beyond the arc are worth three points. Although the three-point shots are worth more, they are 

further away from the basket and more difficult to make. High school basketball players are not 

as skilled as those in the NBA and so have lower shooting percentages.  

 

This study will determine if the strategy of more three-point shooting will affect the offensive 

performance and the probability of winning at the high school level. The results will help high 

school teams alter their methods and strategy to win more games. Data from every game in a 

men’s high school team’s single season will be studied; the two and three-point attempts, 

makes, and percentages will be studied; additionally, the outcome of winning or losing will be 

taken into account. The research hypothesis is that if the percentage of three-point shots 

increases, then the team will have a higher probability of winning a game. This is hypothesized 

due to the greater point value earned with a three-point shot. The null hypothesis, however, is 

that if the percentage of three-point shots increases, then the probability of winning the game 

will not change. 

 

 

Methods 
Choose one year to study for a Men’s high school basketball team.  Collect data from each game 

in that season: two-point and three-point attempts, two-point and three-point made.  For each 

game calculate the two-point and three-point FG % using the formula: 
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  eFG % = (FGM + 0.5 * 3PM) / FGA   (Fromal) 

 

Use the data to calculate for the offensive rating per game with the formula: 

 

100*PP/(FGA+0.44*FTA+TO)   (Fromal) 

 
Finally, to create graphs comparing the data. 

 

Results 
Figures 1a and 1b show the offensive rating for 2-point attempt and 3-point attempts per game. 

As the field goal percentage increases, the offensive rating also increases for twos and threes; 

the R2 value is 0.5647 for twos and 0.5091 for threes. Games that they won (red dots) do not 

correlate with field goal percentage. 

 
 

Figures 2a and 2b show the effective field goal percentage for 3-point attempts made and 3-point 

field goal percentage. As three-point makes and field goal percentages increase, the effective 

field goal percentage increases. The wins (red dots) do not correlate with makes or field goal 

percentage. 
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Figures 3a and 3b show the offensive rating for 3-point attempts and 2-point attempts.  As the 

two-point and 3-point attempts increase, the offensive rating does not increase for both. 

The slope line for two-pointers is positive with an R2 value of 0.0199. The slope line for three-

pointers is negative with an R2 value of 0.0001. The wins (red dots) do not correlate with 

two-point or three-point attempts. 

 

Figures 4a show how the 2-point effective field goal percentage per game varies with the  

2-point shot attempt percentage. Figures 4b show how the 3-point effective field goal percentage 

per game varies with the 3-point shot attempt percentage. As the two-point and three-point 

attempt percentages increase, the effective field goal percentage does not increase for both. The 

R2 values are the same for both graphs, but the slope for two-pointers is positive and negative 

for three-pointers. The wins (red dots) do not correlate with two-point or three-point attempt 

percentages. 

 

Figure 5 shows the 3-point field goal percentage over a selection of games, both wins and loses. 

In games that the studied team won or lost by at least twenty points, the three-point field goal 

percentage affected the outcome. The field goal percentage was much higher than the opponent 
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in games that they won and much lower in games that they lost. 

 

 

 

Discussion 
 

The null hypothesis of this study that if the percentage of three-point attempts increases, then the 

probability of winning the game will not change was accepted. As shown in the graphs that 

compare the shot attempt percentages and the effective field goal percentage, increasing 

three-point shots does not correlate with the wins (red dots). Additionally, the slope of the graphs 

for three-point shots is negative, which demonstrates that shooting more two-point shots has a 

better effect on the effective field goal percentage (how well the team is doing on offense taking 

into account that three-point shots are worth one more point than two-point shots). The results of 

this study, which are different from the NBA findings, are likely due to the overall low field goal 

percentage for three-point shots in high school basketball. When comparing field-goal 

percentages for shot types, high school three-point shots had a low percentage (30%) compared 

to the NBA which averages at 36%. Additionally, the final graph compares the study team and 

the opponents for four games in which they won or lost by at least twenty points; as shown in the 

graph, the three-point percentage was much higher in games that they won and lower when they 

lost. This suggests that the three-point shooting percentage does affect the number of points 

produced and the outcome of the game. When compared to previous studies, these results are 

novel; in studies in the NBA, it was concluded that increasing three-point attempts leads to more 

wins. 
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Conclusion 
 
The strategy of taking more three-point shots in high school basketball does not appear to be a 

successful model. Instead, taking more two-point shots, which tend to be of higher percentage, 

may be more beneficial for the high school basketball team. As a result, coaches can spend more 

practice time on focusing on a two-point shooting strategy or emphasizing higher quality three-

point attempts which could lead to a higher three-point percentage. There are limitations of the 

study which may have affected the results. Only one year and one team was reviewed, so there 

were only 23 data points for each graph. Additional studies could be done to further explore this 

topic. Studying a team over multiple years or comparing multiple teams in a single year could 

provide more insight. Furthermore, one could compare women vs men’s high school teams. 
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